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not in connexion with Poland, the questions discussed being related
to the internal politics and other affairs of the Free City. Petitions
had been sent in from various sections of the Danzigers concerning
laws and regulations passed by their Government which were
said to be ultra vires; certain Danzig officials were alleged to have
been unjustly dismissed; the local Democrats and Centrists
appealed against things done by the local Nazis. The Council
recommended that the Danzig Government should take what
measures were necessary to remedy the situation disclosed in
the petitions, and should colkborate to better purpose with the
League's High Commissioner. Beck, supporting the Council's
recommendations, said that the Danzig Government would do
well to give greater heed to the advice and more respect to the
decisions of the High Commissioner. Greiser, for Danzig, promised
amendment. On September 24 the currency dispute between
Poland and Danzig was settled by the initialing of a protocol,
which provided for full freedom respecting foreign exchange,
and contained an assurance by the Danzig Government that
foreign exchange against gulden would be made available where
required for Polish trade. It was also agreed that deliveries of
goods from Poland should be restored to the normal quantity,
and that Danzig's currency control should not be discriminatory
against Poland. On the same day it was announced in Warsaw
that this agreement would soon be followed by a Polishr-German
commercial treaty which for the first time would recognize the
most-favoured-nation principle in trade between Poland and
Germany; it was also to arrange for liquidating the trade and
transit indebtedness of Germany to Poland, but this presented a
serious difficulty, for the amount involved was considerable—
many million zlotys of trade balances in favour of Poland were
"frozen," and 47 million zlotys of railway dues for passenger
and goods traffic across Polish territory remained unpaid, tibe
debtor in this case being the German Government itself, wkra* the
Polish railway administration had for some time been pressing
for payment. The claim was not disputed, but Germany yak
off finding the money on one excuse or another- Poland
have been very glad of the money, for her geeeial
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